Effective Teaching in Large Courses

What We Did
- Visit Classrooms
- Share What Worked
- Share What Didn’t Work
- Look for Answers

What We Learned
- A Variety of Teaching Styles Can Be Effective
- Find What Works for You

Create Your Syllabus Carefully
- 10% of students with questions = 50 emails
- Change = Disaster

Use Technology Effectively
- LON-CAPA and ANGEL
- Clickers
- Camtasia

Plan Exam Management Mechanics
- Passing out the exam
- Emergencies and make-ups

Present Content Effectively
- PPT vs. Windows Journal
- Tablet, transparencies, chalk
- Coursepack

Control the Classroom
- Seating
- Attendance
- Collecting and returning assignments

Manage Email Efficiently
- Set clear policies
- Use discussion boards

While important in all courses, the following requires special attention in large courses: